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Summertime (and the art of living). | Spatula In The
Wilderness

Happy Monday. I’m once again slouched at the desk after taking a five day hiatus from this bloggy
post (I forced myself to stop. My mouth need not runneth over all the time). In the world of vapidity, it

was announced Thursday that Heidi Montag-Pratt has posed for the September
issue of Playboy. Too easy. No need to comment, other than to make up a joke
that begins “Two aging dinosaurs walked into a bar….” Playboy and Pratt need
each other at this point. Both are seeing their span of public interest wane and
fade into the hills (yeah, that was bad). What else? I saw an article this morning
crying woe for Jon and Kate Plus 8. Viewership is slipping by the week. Oh, the
humanity! TLC is the most whacked channel on basic cable. Shows about
people with height disadvantages, shows about shopping for wedding dresses,
shows about height disadvantaged, wedding dress wearers with 28 kids. The
Duggar family now has more kids than they do viewers (It was recently noted
that t.v.’s Mother Duggar has been pregnant for nearly 14 years of her life. I just

have to say this: Damn Girl! Go to the movies once in a while, read a book. Just stay away from the
bed, for heaven’s sake. As Metallica put it “sleep with one eye open…”).

     I had a wonderful weekend without thinking of anything that happened outside of my home hamlet
(other than the inescapable news from Iran and the round-the-clock Sarah Palin soundbites). I went
to a lovely outdoor wedding at one of the band shells along Silver Beach, in my hometown of Saint
Joseph, Michigan. The day had been rainy and miserable, and I thought that the bride and groom
would be dressed like the Gorton’s fisherman. In a truly Michigan moment, the clouds parted and the
sun came out as the couple made their way down the path. The beach grass swayed a bit in the
wind and I sat back and watched the boats troll along the channel toward Lake Michigan. It was like
Tim Allen was narrating one his tourism advertisements, but it did remind me why I have spent half
my adult life here. I always enjoy the start of the wedding season when we get to spend warm
Saturday nights with our friends at one of the old-timey clubs around town and watch the old folks

attempt to dance along with disco hits of thirty years ago. Good times.
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